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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. Improvements 

[API-1820] - Create a public API 2.0 for running the crons 

A new endpoint has been added on API 2.0 that allows you to tigger the end of day processing at your 
convenience.  
Note that in order to make use of it, you must have the end of day processing set to "Manual". More 
details on end of day processing can be found here - 
https://support.mambu.com/docs/automatic-end-of-day-actions.  
 
[API-1938] - Read Transaction Channels via API 2.0 

Transaction channel setup can now be read via API 2.0. It offers the same level of detail as the user 
interface and can be accessed only by users that have admin privileges. 

[DEP-638] - Replace our custom HTMLTagsWithAttributesSanitizer 
with the OWASP HTML Sanitizer 

For configuring notification templates, from sms, email to web hook, we have updated the way the 
preview works. This has been switched from an automatic preview (as you type) to a manual preview, 
where you, as a user, have to click the "Preview" button as to check how a notification template would 
look. We have performed this update to ensure we avoid the insertion of malicious code in the 
notification template configuration. 

[DEP-746] - API v1 - Retrieve documents templates for 
savingsproducts for GET all call when full details are enabled 

When retrieving deposit product details via API, the document templates array would remain blank 
regardless of the number of templates saved against the product. This issue was fixed and the 
respective array shows the available templates as expected. 

[FIX-801] - Add Fees Balance placeholder for communication 
templates 

With this issue, the "Fees Balance" placeholder was added for the SMS, eMail, and Webhook 
communication templates. 

[IAA-220] - Accommodate Azure URLs in Federated Authentication 
 
In order to accommodate Microsoft Azure AD/ADFS into our Federated Authentication integration 
service, we have made some changes into addParameterToUrl. For a detailed setup guide, please 
follow the 'Setting up FA with Azure AD' article on support.mambu.com. 
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2. Bugs  

[CORE-1673] - Error Message appears when trying to reverse a fee 
due reduce transaction 

An error message appeared, when one of the tenants tried to reverse a fee due reduce transaction, 
when trying to pay off the loan. We investigated the issue and found out that the problem was caused 
by rounding issues. Mambu fixed the issue by migrating the account.  
[CUS-351] - Incorrect 'CF deleted' activity logged while editing 
client on which the user does not have access to modify 
CustomField 

Fixed custom field activity being logged after editing client records with custom fields. An activity 
would be logged as how custom field values are deleted when the user didn't edit these. 
 
[DEP-728] - Regular user is not able to view deposit products with 
"View Deposit Product Details" permission granted 
 
When deposit product viewing permission was granted to regular users, the products would remain 
hidden to the user. We fixed the issue and the deposit products now show to all users with the 
respective permission as expected. 
 
[FIX-829] - Tenant unable to perform accounting closure due to 
failing apply interest for loan account 

With this issue, we've fixed the accounting closure which was not performed due to failed application 
of interest on a loan account.  
  
[FIX-832] - Users cannot view journal entry details without 'Log 
Journal Entries' permission 

The Journal Entries details are displayed for users/roles with the "Audit Transactions", "View 
Accounting Reports", and "Log Journal Entries" permissions.  
The issue was fixed and now the Journal Entries details are displayed for users/roles with "Audit 
Transactions" and "View Accounting Reports" permissions defined.  

[IAA-2] - Enhance password security standards for create user in 
App context 

Security improvement in Apps component. 
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[NEO-1146] - Unable to add both booking date and value date in the 
current date for repayments in API 2.0 

When trying to POST a repayment transaction via API 2.0 with booking date and value date in the 
current date, the posting was failing. Now the issue is fixed and the repayment transaction is posted 
on the current date. 
 

[TCS-5] - Entities should not be created successfully when having 
only "space" at id 

We discovered a case in which, via UI, you could create an entity(eg: centre, client, product) without 
entering an ID, but only just an empty space. Via TCS-5, we added a validation to check the the entity 
is valid, even when created via UI. 
 

[TCS-1176] - Request Timeout (500) is retrieved when trying to 
import a deposit account - date less than minimum allowed date 

When trying to import a deposit account with a date field filled in as zero, this will automatically format 
to 00/01/1900 which is more in the past than the minimum allowed date and causes a request timeout 
pop-up to be displayed. With this fix, we added a valid error in the error file, stating that the date is set 
in the past, before the allowed limit. 
 
[TCS-1410] - Jasper XLS exports not working in production 

After 9.15, when exporting a jasper report in xls format, an error occurred. With this fix, we updated 
the jasper reports library and these can now be exported successfully. 
 
Sandbox release: Thursday, 16th of May 
Production release: Friday, 17th of May 
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